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ABSTRACT

The Data Acquisition and Distribution System (DADS)
transparently collects data from a ship's combat system and
transfers that data by satellite to a shore site. The system
was developed by the Naval Surface Warfare Center Port
Hueneme Division (NSWC PHD). DADS supports surface ship data
collection, display, distribution, and debrief capabilities.
NSWC PHD personnel used equipment assets developed in-house
and purchased data communications hardware and software to
develop DADS. A satellite terminal was placed outside
Building 1380, and analog telephone lines were installed,
linking the Data Communications and Control Laboratory
(DCCL) with the Satellite Earth Station in Santa Paula, CA. 

A shipboard DADS transparently taps a ship's Combat System
and collects selected data files. The data is compressed and
archived. After shore site personnel select the data
required for analysis, DADS encrypts it, and transmits the
data via satellite to the shore site for reconstruction and
analysis. DADS is unattended. The portable shipboard system
equipment and software is controlled from a shore site via
the International Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT). The DCC
supports transmission speeds of up to 9.6 kilobits/second
when connected to a communication system with this
capability.
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INTRODUCTION

Automated shipboard data processing is becoming more complex
as combat systems are designed and redesigned to counter
emerging threats. A number of problems have surfaced
concerning data acquisition, collection, analysis, and



distribution from ship to shore. During a fleet exercise, a
combat system generates large amounts of data which were not
previously readily transportable to land-based
reconstruction sites. Shipboard data collection devices
could not support rapid feedback to the participants in a
fleet exercise. Existing tactical satellite networks did not
have the bandwidth to support exercise reconstruction
functions and tactical data distribution functions. 

In November 1992, the NAVAIR Tactical Training Range Program
Office, PMA 248, tasked the Combat System Test and Analysis
Department, NSWC PHD, to develop a data acquisition and
distribution system for the Mobile Sea Range/Upgrades
(MSR/U) program. The task was later transferred to the Large
Area Tracking Range (LATR) Upgrades program. DADS is the
most recent data collection and analysis tool developed for
a multitude of ship weapons systems by NSWC PHD. The
prototype functional model of the DADS was developed in the
NSWC PHD DCCL which contains both shipboard and shore-based
equipment for test and development. An INMARSAT terminal was
installed at Building 1380. Analog telephone lines were
installed in the DCCL. 

SYSTEM VERIFICATIONS

Testing conducted at AEGIS Combat System Center (ACSC)
Wallops Island, VA in July of 1993 and at the Dahlgren VA
laboratory facilities verified the ability of the Enhanced
Data Acquisition and Distribution Module (DADM+), to collect
error-free real time data from Aegis Command and Decision,
AN/SPY-1A Radar System, and Weapon Control System Data
Extraction (DX) ports on a Baseline 4 combat system. The
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
certified the New Threat Upgrade (NTU) version of DADM+ as
being fully "passive" and "transparent" to the host
interface under all operating conditions in a report issued
in July 1991. A series of Benchmark Tests conducted in 1993
evaluated a potential communications and encryption
components to establish the best means for the DADS to
transmit via satellite from a land-based site to a land-
based site using INMARSAT and telephone land-lines. These
high speed data transmission benchmark tests, at the NSWC
PHD DCCL, also verified that data transfer rates using



satellite communications and encryption devices with
available hardware and software exceeded LATR requirements.
To verify that DADS could operate in a shipboard
environment, two Engineering Development Models of the DADS
were successfully tested between October and December 1994
in five ship classes: CG-47, DDG-51, FFG-7, DD-963, and DDG-
993. 

PURPOSE

The DADS is designed to collect and distribute selected
portions of data from surface ships' combat systems. The
DADS provides a non-intrusive, portable means to extract and
collect shipboard combat systems data without affecting the
combat system's performance and operation. The shipboard
DADS conducts real-time monitoring of combat system
intercomputer interfaces, extracts data files from the
ship's combat system, time-tags acquired data, stores raw
data on disk, selectively filters and formats data to tape,
selects desired data for transmission to the shore site,
archives filtered data to tape, accepts shore site
reconfiguration commands, and transmits data and DADS status
to the shore site. DADS can access ship data during Fleet
exercises on a near real-time basis. 

After initial installation on participating ships, remote
operation is the normal DADS' mode. The shipboard DADS, is
unattended; ship's force is required to do no more than
insert blank data tapes in the system once a day. The
shipboard DCC and DADM+ is operated from a shore site DCC.
Upon the request of the shore site DCC, the shipboard
archived data files are encrypted and transmitted to a
remote land-based facility for Fleet exercise reconstruction
and analysis. The DADS uses the INMARSAT satellite
communications link. The shipboard DADS is remotely
controlled through the satellite communications link which
expedites critical data transmission between the ship and
remote shore sites for exercise reconstruction and analysis.
The shore site can then use the DADS to transmit the
processed data back to the ship for display and debrief.
Figure 1 shows the DADS equipment and functional
configuration.



Figure 1. DADS Equipment and Functional Configuration

DADS CONFIGURATION

The DADS is comprised of a DADM+ and associated equipment, a
Data Communications Controller (DCC) and associated
equipment and communications cryptographic equipment and
modem. An existing shipboard satellite system, the INMARSAT
terminal and antenna, provides the ship/shore communications
link. All equipment is Commercial Off the Shelf equipment. 

DADM+ FUNCTION AND EQUIPMENT 

The DADM+ is configured to provide up to 10 half-duplex
MIL-STD-1397 interface taps (monitoring information flowing
in one direction on a combat system intercomputer
interface). The DADM+ transparently taps combat system MIL-
STD-1397 intercomputer interfaces, filters the resulting
data, stores both raw and filtered data files on disk, and
maintains a Transmission Control Protocol, Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) Local-Area Network (LAN) interface with the DCC.
The system provides real-time data acquisition and
collection, with time-tagging of all data based on an
external IRIG-B time source. (On AEGIS ship demonstrations,



the DADM+ accommodated and handled a maximum data burst rate
on C&D, WCS, and SPY DX ports simultaneously.) The DADM+
stores raw data on an internal hard disk, filters the raw
data, and stores filtered data files on disk for pickup (via
the LAN) by the DCC. The DADM+ is dependent on and
controlled by the DCC.

The DADM+ passively monitors MIL-STD-1397 intercomputer
interfaces to extract and archive information from shipboard
combat systems. The DADM+ is capable of accurately acquiring
and recording the data, without error, from DX channel(s)
using a passive monitoring technique without affecting the
performance of the ship's combat system and records at
maximum throughput. The DADM+ produces files recorded on
removable hard disk media for use in the evaluation of the
DADM+ DX tap(s). A software analysis program can be used to
compare the DX data recorded on the DX tapes to the
corresponding data file recorded by DADM+. DADM+ files
acquired via the LAN by the DCC and sent to shore can also
be verified for accuracy (no transmission errors). The data
products can be evaluated on shipboard or at the shoresite
to insure that all necessary data has been properly
recorded. 

The DADM+ consists of a Processor Unit, a Peripheral Unit,
and support equipment with a total weight of approximately
200 pounds. The processor unit equipment is housed in a
Multibus 1 System* Electronic Enclosure with an input of 115
VAC 60 HZ 6 Amps. The chassis is 18 inches high by 25 inches
wide and 8 inches deep. The system has two Multibus 1 iAPX*
Processor Card Sets; one to five Navy Tactical Data System
(NTDS) Monitor Cards; a Parallel NTDS-B Communication Card;
and an eight-port RS-232C Communication Card. 

The DADM+ Peripheral Unit equipment is housed in a Small
Computer Interface System (SCSI) based Electronic Enclosure
which has an input of 115 VAC 60 HZ and 6 Amps. The chassis
is 13 inches high by 25 inches wide and 29 inches deep.
Internally, the system has two MXT 1240S* removable hard
drives; and two 3.5-inch 535 Megabyte fixed hard drives. It
also consists of an Exabyte QIC-150 external tape drive;
with a TEAC 235HS* 3.5-inch floppy disk drive. DADM+ support
equipment includes three Interconnection Cable Sets; a



Junction Box set; and a 29 pin RS-232C Serial
Interconnection Cable. A "typical" laptop computer is used
to install the DADM+. 

DATA COMMUNICATION CONTROLLER FUNCTION AND EQUIPMENT

Two DCCs are used in the DADS. The shipboard DCC maintains
the LAN interface with DADM+, checks for filtered data files
in DADM+ and moves these files across the LAN to its own
hard disk, compresses the files, and waits for incoming
calls via INMARSAT from a shore site DCC. 

The shore site DCC calls the shipboard DCC and the two
conduct a fully-automated scripted communication session.
The shipboard DCC accepts reconfiguration instructions in
the form of initialization files from the shore site DCC and
sends waiting files to the shore site DCC. These files
include filtered combat system data, DCC system status logs,
error messages, and archive tape index files. The DCC also
directs the Exabyte tape drive to archive each filtered data
file. When all files have been sent, the DCC terminates the
incoming call.

The shipboard DCC automatically logs the activity status of
the DADM+ including any inactivity periods. The DCC monitors
the data collection functions of the DADM+ and transfers the
collected data when the data file is closed. The DCC then
compresses the filtered data with a cumulative 32 to one
reduction in data and a corresponding reduction in both
satellite time and costs. The compressed data is put in a
communications queue for transmission and a backup queue for
archiving. The DCC stores compressed data in an Exabyte mass
storage device. Each day the ships' crew needs only to
remove the data tape from the Exabyte and load another tape
for back up purposes. The shipboard DCC also directs
encryption through a modem and encrypting devicebefore
transmission over INMARSAT. 

With the proper password, authorization, and desired time
frame, the shore site DCC's software can remotely access and
control the shipboard DCC by signals through the INMARSAT
communications link. The shore-based DCC allows the shore
site user to determine how frequently the shipboard system



backs up data; to set the time period of inactivity before
the heartbeat is noted; to designate the time parameters up
to a full three days of operation; and to schedule DCC
availability for a satellite window at a certain time on a
specific day. 

The DCC is comprised of commercial off-the-shelf equipment.
The IBM-compatible computer with a standard generic 12
function keyboard is a Video Electronics Standards
Association (VESA) Local Bus system employing an Intel
80486DX2 processor running at 66 MegaHertz, and has 16
Megabyte dynamic Random Access Memory (RAM) and 256 Kilobyte
static cache RAM onboard. The IBM-compatible computer system
has both internal (removable) and external mass-storage
devices. The computer's two Seagate ST-12550N 2.2 Gigabyte
SCSI hard disk drives are contained in a Kingston "Data
Express" removable canister with two Kingston "Data Express"
docking bays for a 3.5-inch floppy disk drive and a 5.25-
inch 1.2 Megabyte (Mb) floppy disk drive. The motherboard
has three VESA Local Bus (VLB) slots and five standard
Industry Standard Architectures (ISA) bus slots available
and a Paradise VESA/VLB SVGA video card, and is housed in a
small (6.7 inches wide x 16.1 inches deep x 14.5 inches
high) "micro-tower" case. A Novell NE-2000-compatible
Ethernet LAN card is installed in the computer. The computer
contains an Always Technology AL-7048 VLB SCSI-II disk
controller and I/O card with provisions for two internal
SCSI-II devices and an external cable to five more SCSI-II
devices, internal Integrated Drive Electronics (IDE) hard
disk drives, two floppy drives, two serial ports, one
parallel port, and one game port. 

The computer also uses a D.C. Hayes ESP-100 communications
accelerator card with two high-speed (115 kilobits per
second) EIA-232D serial ports employing the NS 16550A
Universal Asynchronous Transmitter Receiver (UART). The
computer is housed in an AC Marketing MT-233 mini-tower case
with a 250-watt power supply which has an input of 120 VAC
60 Hz 3.5A. The computer monitor is an EM-1417 13-inch
monochrome Virtual Graphics Array (VGA) display with an
input of 100 to 240 VAC, 50 to 60 Hz, and 0.4 Amps. It is
12" H x 12 5/8" W x 12" D, and weighs 16.5 pounds. The tape
drive is an 15 pound Exabyte model 8505ST 5 Gigabyte fast



SCSI-II unit housed in a small (9 inches wide x 11 inches
deep x 3 inches high) Arapaho case, complete with internal
power supply (input: 120VAC 60 Hz 0.4A) and a cooling fan. A
Tripplite Model BC-600LAN Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
provides an Input of 120VAC 60 Hz 4.9A and an output of
120VAC 60 Hz 600VA/425W. The UPS is 6.25" H x 5.25" W x 14"
D and weighs 26 pounds.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS FUNCTION AND EQUIPMENT

The communications system provides encryption of all data,
has error detection/correction abilities, and transmits data
at 9600 bits per second over standard INMARSAT-A satellite
links. A modem delivers the data to the INMARSAT terminal
which relays the data via the satellite to a shore-based DCC
where the data is decrypted before exercise reconstruction.
Reconstructed exercise data can be transmitted from the
shore site via satellite to Fleet participants for display
and debrief. 

Two types of encryption/modem devices can be used. The
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) 1910 secure data
device combines modem and encryption functions in a single
lightweight unit with simple key material distribution. The
AT&T Model 1910 STU-III has an input of 115 VAC 60 Hz and
0.14 Amps. Its dimensions are 2.5" H x 8" W x 9.5" D and it
weighs seven pounds. A KG-84A encryption device can also
encode data before transmission to the shore site DCC. A
Telebit modem is then used to deliver the data to the
INMARSAT for transmission. 

DADS SOFTWARE

The DADS software functional control signals for the DCC are
received normally through the INMARSAT communications link.
The DCC controls the DADM + software functions. DADM+
software formats, buffers, processes, and stores the
collected raw combat systems data. DCC software selects data
from the DADM +, identifies time and source for the stored
data, compresses the data, and stores the data in a mass
memory device. 

DCC software operational priorities are satellite link



communications; data processing prior to transmission by the
satellite link; internal data transfer and storage between
the DADM+ and the DCC; and various maintenance and utility
routines. DCC software is primarily commercial off-the-shelf
programs. MS-DOS V5.0 is the operating system. QEMM386 V7.03
serves as a memory manager. DesqView/X V___ provides
multitasking abilities. FTP Software Inc. PC/TCP is the
TCP/IP and FTP network software. JP Software Inc. 4DOS does
command processing. Hilgraeve HyperAccess5 V3.1 provides
communications software. NovaStor Corp. Novaback V4.0k is
the software used for tape archiving. PKWARE, Inc. PKZIP
V2.04G software accomplishes file compression. Xtree Gold
V3.0 is the utility software.

Various batch and script files were developed to tailor the
commercial software. A batch file for main process in window
handles the network, communication with DADM+, tape
archiving, and other housekeeping functions. Another
periodically checks the LAN interface with the DADM+, and
reports any problems to DCCMON.BAT. Periodically, a batch
file reviews data and status files on disk, and purges those
files older than a preset amount which have not been picked
up by the ROCC. A backup batch file archives filtered data
files, tape index files, DCC status logs, and error messages
to tape. Another checks all other processes to ensure that
all are running (not "hung"), and kills and restarts any
process found to have a problem. A script file receives
calls and transmits data.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

DADS has direct application to current Testing and Training
Range initiatives, including Fleet Exercise data collection,
reconstruction, and analysis. Potential applications of the
DADS technology include In Service Engineering Agent
functions such as remote troubleshooting and coordinated
parts/ supply support, T&E functions such as remote analysis
during Developmental and Operational Test evolutions, and
remote electronic transfer of Ordnance Publications and
Documentation updates to the Fleet. 

DADS can also evolve to comply with future standards such as
Distributive Interactive Simulation, Participating Data



Units protocols, and Wide Area Network requirements. 

CONCLUSIONS

The Data Acquisition and Distribution System meets Fleet
quality and timeliness requirements for rapid data analysis
and reconstruction, increased processing and storage
capacities, remote unattended operation, and satellite
feedback after pre-deployment Fleet exercises. A five minute
concept of operations video on DADS is available from Larry
Shipley, Surface Warfare Evaluation Division Manager, Code
4L30, NSWC PHD, Port Hueneme CA 93041, phone 805-982-0982.


